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DNA to RNA to Protein

FUNCTIONStore
information

AGCTACGTACGTA
CCGGTAGACGAG
GATCGACTAGTCG
ATAGTAGCTACG

GGUAGA GR

A, C, G, T A, C, G, U
A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L
M, N, P, Q, R, S, TW, Y, V



Building blocks of proteins



Tertiary structure

AGPLRTAWIVALACLDQNVLA

amino acid sequence determines 

protein 3D structure

DNA sequence of the gene determines 

the amino acid sequence



Proteins are molecular machines

DNA 
polymerase

https://cdn.rcsb.org/pdb101/molecular-machinery/

Potassium 
channel

Virus capsidAlcohol dehydrogenase

Adrenergic 
receptor ATP Synthase

Actin and 
myosin



DNA sequence

Protein sequence

Protein structure

Protein function

DNA sequence determines functoin



Human genome 3,100,000,000 base pairs

Typical difference 
between individuals

20,000,000 base pairs (0.6%)

Genetic variation: > 300,000,000 variants

Human genetic variation

ATGATGCGATCAGCTATTGTAGCGATATAAAG

ATGATGCGATCAGCTACTGTAGCGATATAAAG

Reference

ATGATGCGATCAGCTACTGTAGCGGTATAAAG

ATGAAGCGATCAGCTACTGTAGCGGTATAAAG

ATGAAGCGATC-GCTACTGTAGCGGTATAAAG

point mutation

deletion



60 new mutations
each generation



FUNCTION
Store

information

Will mutations have a functional effect?



The genetic code is degenerated

GCTAGCTATCTATATGGGATATGA UAU : Y

UAU UAC : Y

Synonymous

Missense

UAU  UGU : C



Will the mutation have any effect?

Alcohol dehydrogenase



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amino_Acids_Venn_Diagram.png

Amino acids grouped by physicochemical properties



genome sequencing and analysis to reveal the 
genetic basis of disease in patients



20,000,000 base pairs (0.6%)

Where is the mutation 
causing the disease?



DNA sequence

Protein sequence

Protein structure

Protein function

Comparison

Comparing sequences is very cheap!

QMKEDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGYIDAEELAEI

QMKEDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGFIDAEELAEI

KNOWN

UNKNOWN



Multiple sequence alignment

CMKTDSKGKSEDELSDLFRMFDKNADGYIDAEELADL

QMKEDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGYIDAEELAEI

QMKADAKGKSEEELAECFRMFDKNADGYIDLDELADV

QMKSDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGYIDAEELAEI

Y requiredNot important?

Each line : a protein
Each column: the equivalent position in each protein

A protein family

Compare related proteins 



Multiple sequence alignment

CMKTDSKGKSEDELSDLFRMFDKNADGYIDAEELADL

QMKEDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGYIDAEELAEI

QMKADAKGKSEEELAECFRMFDKNADGYIDLDELADV

QMKSDAKGKSEEELAECFRIFDRNMDGYIDAEELAEI

Y required

CMKVETRGKSEEDASDVFRMFDKNADGFIDLDELADV

Not important?

My protein

Same 
protein 
(reference)

Same 
protein 
(reference)

V is probably tolerated F is probably not tolerated



Focus on membrane proteins

 25% of proteins in the 
human genome are 
membrane proteins

 50% of drugs target 
membrane proteins

GOAL: Predict pathogenesis of mutations in membrane proteins
(only the regions that cross the membrane)



Input data

Protein database

Genome database (140,000 individuals

Database of variants with clinical information
(500,000 variants)

List of all membrane proteins

List of all mutations with labels 
(pathogenic  or non pathogenic

Pathogenic variations                2,624 Non-pathogenic variations 196,705



Multiple sequence alignment
Each line : a protein
Each column: the equivalent position in each protein



Predictor tool

• Compute conservation parameters

• Train a machine-learning model able to 

classify mutations as pathogenic or not

• Build a web applicaction

http://lmc.uab.es/tmsnp/

http://lmc.uab.es/tmsnp/


Frequencies of the reference and mutated residue

Ex. C (reference)   T (mutated)
fref = fC(i) = 1
fmut = fT(i) = 0

fref = fC(i) = 0.4
fmut = fT(i) = 0.3



Entropy (sequence variability, information content)

H(i) = 0 H(i) = 0.3 H(i) = 0.9



Substitution matrix

Log odds of finding two amino acids aligned in a sequence alignment

PHAT 75/73 matrix



Statistical methods

Dataset
 4V (frequencies, entropy, similarity)
 6V (+ amino acid types)
 8V (+ proteins and families)

Supervised learning
 Random forest
 Support vector machines
 Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

- Internal validation (5-fold cross-validation)
- External validation (20% test set)

Random Forest 8V was selected as the final model



Predictor types Method Sensitivity Specificity MCC Coverage Accuracy

Specific for 

membrane 

proteins

TMSNP (0.95 confidence) 0.90 0.86 0.76 0.38 0.88

TMSNP (0.90 confidence) 0.86 0.82 0.68 0.58 0.84

TMSNP (0.80 confidence) 0.81 0.75 0.56 0.86 0.78

Pre-MutHTP (0.95 confidence) 0.96 0.54 0.56 0.76 0.64

Pre-MutHTP (0.90 confidence) 0.96 0.53 0.55 0.76 0.67

Pre-MutHTP (0.80 confidence) 0.96 0.53 0.56 0.76 0.71

Non-specific for 

membrane 

proteins

Polyhen-2 0.93 0.35 0.35 1 0.64

SIFT 0.88 0.52 0.42 1 0.70

Sensitivity: ability to correctly detect pathogenic mutations (TP rate)
Specificity: ability to correctly detect non-pathogenic mutations (TN rate)
MCC = Matthews correlation coefficient; combines sensitivity and specificity

Applicability domain




